Go Figure…
I have always felt that I was a person
that put myself out there and sought
out new adventures to feel good
about.
Heading into this edition of the
magazine, themed The Harvest, I
took a long time to reflect on my life
and the extensive and varied
adventures that I created and or were
presented to me in my time.
I did the childhood stuff with a feeling of total freedom and
adventure. I progressed to the awkward teen thing and moved
ahead with my adult adventures. I played the game, but always
felt things were missing in my life and now I have reached a
point where I have come to understanding my harvest.
When I think of the harvest, I look back to my rural roots and
come away with the planting, the caring and the reaping of the
fruits for the harvest. This is a celebration of all that hard work
and patience that has come together to end up with a plentiful
crop that will keep me going for some time to come. I remember
planting the tomatoes early in the spring and weeding the
garden, caring for the plants, watering and talking to them and
waiting for them to blossom into a huge crop of tomatoes for fall
harvest.
I remember skinning them, boiling them, freezing some, eating
many and making sauce out of countless others. With the
planting of the initial seeds I progressed through the annual
adventure from seed to the table.
Now as I sit here on this writing and reflecting, I see
where my life has always ended up at the harvest.
We plant the seeds, experience the growth and end up with an
adventure that is too our liking.

I have come up with and/or have been a part of so many
wonderful adventures through my time of late. I will not bore you
with my early adventures but would rather take you to some of
the most recent.
Last spring, The Magic Happens Crew came up with the idea of
creating a conference where we and others of a connected nature
would speak at a new type conference. So yes, we planted the
seeds within our soul and hearts and moved it forward. We now
knew that we desired a conference as such and set about on this
creation.
An idea is excellent but we soon realized that it was not going to
happen with us moving our butts forward with all the detailed
stuff. Speakers, venue, costs, advertising, marketing, how many
speakers, how long each, who goes first, twitter, Facebook,
Powerful Intentions, My Space and so on. The caring and
nurturing has been endless. Oh yeah, we need a website also…..
Well, like all I have done before in life, a plan with a bit of
getting off my butt, and all starts to come together.
A note went out to those we decided that were very magical in
what they do in life.
Photos were coming in, details of what these individuals wanted
to orate to the audience.
Website design was taking form.
The people I connected with, I started to speak of a new and
innovative type conference.
Suddenly with all the above, there came the harvest which we
now speak of.
Oh yeah, nearing the end of the website, I realized that we were
lacking a dot com.

No problem, when things are happening, they rock. I went to my
domain vendor and searched lifebymagic. There were many
taken things such as .org and .ca and .info etc but
lifebymagic.com was totally available. Go figure. Life is magical
either or I have that really good vibration going on my path.
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The website is now live and it is what I consider,
something that I have always dreamed of. It is me and
many friends getting together to speak about our magic in
life and what feels good to each of us.
Hence the name of our conference, Life By Magic.
There is the planting of the seeds, the caring for and now the
harvest. Damn, life can not get much better than that. For those
wishing to get acquainted with the site, please take a look at the
Life By Magic conference.
Life has taken many twists and turns over my path but if there is
one thing I will be remembered for is being a part of this life
changing and inspiring look at a few people’s diverse magic being
displayed via this conference.
Please take a peek at this conference and send me a note and
tell me what you think.
I appreciate each and every one of you and hope your harvest is
on the same level as mine or better.
Till next time…..
Peace and Love
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